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Three Chairs Respond to White House Obstruction to
Prevent Kupperman From Testifying in Impeachment
Inquiry
Washington, October 26, 2019

Washington, DC – Today, Rep. Adam B. Schi�, the Chairman of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Rep. Eliot L.
Engel, the Chairman of the Committee on Foreign A�airs, and Rep. Carolyn Maloney, the Acting Chairwoman of the Committee
on Oversight and Reform, sent a letter to counsels for Dr. Charles M. Kupperman, the former Deputy National Security
Advisor, responding to a lawsuit �led to prevent him from testifying as part of the House of Representatives’ impeachment
inquiry of President Donald Trump.

The lawsuit sought declaratory judgment as to whether Kupperman should comply with the subpoena—even though such a
complaint cannot be decided by a court and is legally without merit.

In the letter, the Chairs write:

Dr. Kupperman’s lawsuit—lacking in legal merit and apparently coordinated with the White House—is an obvious and
desperate tactic by the President to delay and obstruct the lawful constitutional functions of Congress and conceal
evidence about his conduct from the impeachment inquiry.     Notwithstanding this attempted obstruction, the duly
authorized subpoena remains in full force and Dr. Kupperman remains legally obligated to appear for the deposition
on Monday.  The deposition will begin on time and, should your client defy the subpoena, his absence will constitute
evidence that may be used against him in a contempt proceeding.

In light of the direction from the White House, which lacks any valid legal basis, the Committees shall consider your
client’s de�ance of a congressional subpoena as additional evidence of the President’s obstruction of the House’s
impeachment inquiry.   Such willful de�ance of a duly authorized subpoena may cause the Committees to draw an
adverse inference against the President, including that your client’s testimony would have corroborated other evidence
gathered by the Committees showing that the President abused the power of his o�ce by attempting to press another
nation to assist his own personal political interests, and not the national interest.

… If such an abuse of authority by the President to muzzle current and former o�cials from disclosing to Congress
evidence of his own misconduct were to stand, it would in�ict obvious and grave damage to the House’s capacity to
carry out its core Article I functions under the Constitution, including its impeachment inquiry into the President’s
actions.     This would fundamentally alter the separation of powers that forms the bedrock of American democracy. 
The White House’s overbroad assertion of “absolute immunity,” at its core, is another example of the President’s
stonewalling of Congress and concerted e�orts to obstruct the House’s impeachment inquiry. 

The Committees will proceed with the deposition on Monday, October 28, 2019, and the duly authorized subpoena issued by
the Intelligence Committee yesterday remains in full force and e�ect.

Read the full letter that the Chairs sent to Kupperman’s counsels, Michael Kirk and Charles Cooper, below:

Dear Messrs. Kirk and Cooper:

On October 16, 2019, the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, the Committee on Foreign A�airs, and
the Committee on Oversight and Reform requested that your client, Dr. Charles M. Kupperman, appear voluntarily for
a deposition pursuant to the House of Representatives’ impeachment inquiry. 
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You subsequently informed the Committees that Dr. Kupperman would not appear at a deposition on Monday,
October 28, 2019, if he did not receive a subpoena by Friday, October 25, 2019.   The Committees served your client,
through you as counsel, with a duly authorized subpoena yesterday afternoon compelling his appearance for a
deposition on Monday, October 28, 2019, at 9:30 a.m. 

Shortly thereafter, you informed the Committees that you had �led a 17-page complaint in federal court on behalf of
Dr. Kupperman seeking a declaratory judgment as to whether he should comply with the subpoena—even though
such a complaint cannot be decided by a court and is legally without merit. The complaint references an opinion from
the Department of Justice O�ce of Legal Counsel (OLC) to White House Counsel Pat Cipollone claiming that Dr.
Kupperman is “absolutely immune” from compelled congressional testimony, as well as a letter from Cipollone in
which he states that the President directs your client take the extraordinary step of defying a lawful congressional
subpoena.

Dr. Kupperman’s lawsuit—lacking in legal merit and apparently coordinated with the White House—is an
obvious and desperate tactic by the President to delay and obstruct the lawful constitutional functions of
Congress and conceal evidence about his conduct from the impeachment inquiry.     Notwithstanding this
attempted obstruction, the duly authorized subpoena remains in full force and Dr. Kupperman remains legally
obligated to appear for the deposition on Monday.  The deposition will begin on time and, should your client
defy the subpoena, his absence will constitute evidence that may be used against him in a contempt
proceeding.

In light of the direction from the White House, which lacks any valid legal basis, the Committees shall consider your
client’s de�ance of a congressional subpoena as additional evidence of the President’s obstruction of the House’s
impeachment inquiry.   Such willful de�ance of a duly authorized subpoena may cause the Committees to draw an
adverse inference against the President, including that your client’s testimony would have corroborated other evidence
gathered by the Committees showing that the President abused the power of his o�ce by attempting to press another
nation to assist his own personal political interests, and not the national interest.

The Complaint is Invalid, as is the White House Attempt to Assert “Absolute Immunity”

Based on substantial evidence gathered in our inquiry, and your client’s former role as Deputy and Acting National
Security Advisor to the President, we have strong reason to believe that Dr. Kupperman has �rst-hand knowledge and
information that pertain to allegations of President Trump’s abuse of power, including Dr. Kupperman’s reported
participation in the President’s July 25, 2019, call with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky and awareness of a
separate, irregular channel of misinformation �owing to the President on Ukraine matters.

The lawsuit, and the legal argument advanced by the White House and the Justice Department upon which it relies, are
unavailing.

Such a lawsuit is not a proper or valid legal mechanism to challenge or defy a duly authorized congressional subpoena,
particularly in an impeachment inquiry.  The Speech or Debate Clause is a complete bar to any litigation attempt to
interfere with the House’s impeachment inquiry.   As the Supreme Court has recognized, the Clause applies to all
activities “within the ‘legislative sphere,’” which includes all activities that implicate, like impeachment, “other matters
which the Constitution places within the jurisdiction of either House.”

The House of Representatives does not recognize the White House Counsel’s blanket assertion of “absolute immunity”
to prohibit a senior advisor to the President—much less a former senior advisor, like your client—from complying with
a duly authorized subpoena—particularly one issued pursuant to an impeachment inquiry into the President’s own
abuse of power. 

The asserted absolute immunity claim is without legal basis as it is “entirely unsupported by existing case law,” as
recognized over a decade ago in Committee on the Judiciary v. Miers.   The White House Counsel relies solely on the
Executive Branch’s own OLC opinions—including the one rejected by the Court in Miers.  OLC opinions are not law and
are not binding outside the Executive Branch, including on Congress and the courts.  As the Miers court found, the OLC
opinions on which the White House Counsel relies are largely “conclusory and recursive” and fail to cite “a single judicial
opinion recognizing the asserted absolute immunity.”

The White House and Department of Justice cite no authority allowing the President to direct private citizens, like your
client, to disobey a congressional subpoena.  The Supreme Court has held that the “President’s authority to act … ‘must
stem either from an act of Congress or from the Constitution itself,’” and the White House can point to no such
authority for the President’s directive to your client.

The OLC opinion’s incorrect position—that Congress lacks authority to compel your client’s testimony—does not
establish that the President has a�rmative authority to order your client, as a private citizen, not to testify.  Neither the
Constitution nor any statute grants the President general authority to direct the conduct of private citizens who are no
longer his subordinates—much less to direct them to defy a lawful command from a coequal branch of government.
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The White House’s categorical position that current or former senior Presidential advisors may never be compelled to
testify before Congress �ies in the face of the historical record, which is replete with congressional testimony by active
and former senior advisors to Presidents of both parties.

If such an abuse of authority by the President to muzzle current and former o�cials from disclosing to Congress
evidence of his own misconduct were to stand, it would in�ict obvious and grave damage to the House’s capacity to
carry out its core Article I functions under the Constitution, including its impeachment inquiry into the President’s
actions.  This would fundamentally alter the separation of powers that forms the bedrock of American democracy.  The
White House’s overbroad assertion of “absolute immunity,” at its core, is another example of the President’s
stonewalling of Congress and concerted e�orts to obstruct the House’s impeachment inquiry.

Dr. Kupperman has a Legal Obligation to Comply with Congressional Subpoena

Filing this lawsuit does not alter the status quo:   Dr. Kupperman’s legal obligation to comply with the October 25
subpoena remains unchanged. As the Supreme Court has stated, “[i]t is unquestionably the duty of all citizens to
cooperate with Congress in its e�orts to obtain the facts needed” for the exercise of its constitutional functions.  More
speci�cally, “[i]t is [all citizens’] unremitting obligation to respond to subpoenas, to respect the dignity of the Congress
and its committees and to testify fully with respect to matters within the province of proper investigations.”

The subpoena issued by the Committees on Friday remains in full force and e�ect, and we expect Dr. Kupperman to
appear and answer questions at the deposition on Monday, October 28, 2019 at 9:30 a.m. in HVC-304 at the Capitol. 
We urge Dr. Kupperman to ful�ll his obligation to comply with the duly authorized subpoena—and the oath that he
took to protect and defend the U.S. Constitution—rather than aid and abet the President’s unlawful e�orts to obstruct
Congress. 
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